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Themes and Ideas: MOVING home l MAKING friends l FEELING safe

Subject Checklist: Literacy  l  Art, Design & Technology  l  Science  
Drama   l  Geography  l  PSHE  l  Group reading

ABOUT THE BOOK
Laugh your head off with this fully-illustrated new series from award-winning Nadia 
Shireen. Perfect for readers aged 7 to 107, fans of Dog Man, Roald Dahl, Mr Gum and 
David Walliams, and anyone who loves to laugh. 
  
Fox cub siblings Ted and Nancy are 
on the run from Princess Buttons, 
the scariest street cat in the Big 
City. They flee for Grimwood, 
expecting to find refuge in the 
peaceful countryside. Instead, 
they are met with thieving eagles, 
dramatic ducks, riotous rabbits and 
a whole host of unusual characters. 
Grimwood is . . . weird. But when 
Princess Buttons tracks them down, 
Nancy and Ted and the animals of 
Grimwood must unite in a mind-
bending race against time . . . 
  
This memorable, distinctive and 
warm-hearted comedy series will 
have kids begging to read more.
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CONTENTS OBJECTIVES & OUTCOMES
Introducing Grimwood Page 4 
Reading Group questions and reflections on the story.

1: Moving Home Pages 5–6
Objective: To explore the idea of ‘home’ and the setting of Grimwood. 
Outcomes: A house for two characters in the story; a map showing Ted and Nancy’s route to 
Grimwood.

2: Making New Friends Pages 7–9 
Objective: To consider the theme of ‘friendship’ in the story and the importance of friends. 
Outcomes: A new game designed to play with friends; a list of friends in the story; a friendship 
gift inspired by nature.

3: Feelings: Grim and Not So Grim Pages 10–11 
Objective: To understand and explore characters’ feelings in the story.  
Outcomes: A role-play and writing piece showing characters’ feelings.

The Grimwood Wordsearch Page 12 
Vocabulary challenge: adjectives and verbs from the book!
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INTRODUCING GRIMWOOD 

READING GROUP QUESTIONS

Before you read the book:

• Look at the two foxes on the front cover. Can you describe the sort of 
characters they might be?

• What do you think the welcome sign at the bottom means? Who (or what) 
does the hand holding the sign belong to?

• Where do you think the story is set? Give your reasons.

When you are halfway through the book:

• Do you think the coloured bins are the fairest way to share out the food 
from the Speedy Chicken? P20

• Is Titus the best choice as Mayor of Grimwood? Who would you choose 
and why? P54

• Should Ted have asked Nancy before he sneaked out to go with Willow 
to the Grimwood Players? P88

• Look at the history of The Grimwood Squirrel Wars. Discuss why the 
wars are so silly. P98

When you have finished reading the book:

• Why is Nancy so afraid something will happen to Ted? P127

• What do you think Pamela’s podcast could have been about? P147

• When there is a plan afoot Eric says he can ‘feel it in his 
exoskeleton’. What does he mean? P196 

• What do you think happened to Nancy and Ted’s parents? 
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1. MOVING HOME 
In the story, Ted and Nancy didn’t really want to move away from the Big City but they were no 
longer safe, so had to find somewhere new to live!

• Can you think of any stories you have seen on the news where people are in a similar 
position to Ted and Nancy?

• If you suddenly had to leave your home and could only pack a small bag to take with 
you, what five precious items would you put in it? Why?

• Why is it sometimes a challenge to move home?

 
Activity Suggestion 1:
Design the perfect house for Ted and Nancy in Grimwood. What rooms would you include and 
what would you put in them? 

Think about what you know about the two foxes to help you with your design. For example, 
Ted loves meeting new people but Nancy is worried Princess Buttons is going to find them – is 
there a way you can keep them both happy? Where will Ted write his letters and practice his 
dancing? And how will you make it Treebonk-proof?
 

‘Chill out, 
Nancy.‘ 

‘Thanks, 
bro.‘ 
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Activity Suggestion 2:
Look at the map of Grimwood.

• Why do you think maps are often included at the beginning of a book?

• What do you notice about the layout of the Grimwood map? Who do you think made it?

DID YOU KNOW? Someone who makes maps is called a CARTOGRAPHER!
 
Have a go at creating your own map to show Ted and Nancy’s route from the Big City to 
Grimwood. This part of the story is missing from the book so you will have to imagine what 
they might have come across as they travelled underground out of the city and 
into the countryside. Consider what you would expect to find down there – 
perhaps there would be underground trains, sewage pipes, cables or the cellars 
of big buildings? Who might live beneath the city streets or under the trees of 
Grimwood?
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2. MAKING NEW FRIENDS
In the story, Ted is desperate to make new friends. It takes him a while (and meeting some 
shady characters) to find proper friendship. 
 

• Why do you think Ted struggles to make friends in the Big City?

• Can you think of three brilliant questions you could ask a new person in your school to 
help make them feel welcome?

• What have you have done recently that made you a good friend to someone?

• Has someone been a good friend to you this term? How?

Suggested Activity 1: 
Sometimes joining in a game or sport can help you make new friends. It can be fun to come 
up with new games of your own too. Take a look at Eric’s guide to Treebonk on page 140. 

Now have a go at making up a game of your own that you could play with friends in the park, 
playground or perhaps one for the classroom during wet play. Remember, no bouncing off 
trees please. That is only something for very silly squirrels!

Beginner’s Guide to
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Suggested Activity 2: 
It’s time to test your memory! Can you remember the names of some of the characters that Ted 
and Nancy met in the story? Their names have been jumbled up to give you a hand. Choose 
three characters that you think were good friends to the foxes and recount one thing they did 
to show true friendship. 

 

 

NAME-AGRAMS! Can you unjumble the characters’ names?

 

NAME NAME NAME NAME

NAME NAME NAME NAME

FKNAR   IGINRD   YWGIG   OLLYD

LEAMAP   OME MOAR   SITTU   OWLLIW

Answers: Frank the owl, Ingrid the duck, Wiggy the badger, Dolly the squirrel, Pamela the eagle, Emo Omar the mole, Titus the stag, Willow the rabbit.
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Suggested Activity 3: 
In the story, Willow makes a daisy chain as a friendship gift for Ted (P84). Why do you think 
she made this gesture? How did it make Ted feel? 
 
Can you label the parts of a daisy?

What other friendship gifts could you make using things nature provides? 
Remember to think about keeping yourself and the environment safe when 
using nature’s gifts.

Teacher’s note: If you have the appropriate outside space available you could guide the safe collection 
of a variety of twigs, leaves, flowers, stones etc. for nature modelling and then allow children to swap 
their model with a friend.
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3. FEELINGS: GRIM AND NOT SO GRIM! 

Ted experiences a real mix of feelings as he travels through his story. Some of them are nice to 
feel, while others are a little bit grim . . . 
 
DID YOU KNOW? It is absolutely okay and completely normal to feel a whole range of 
emotions. Sometimes we find a smile is never far away. Other times it can feel as though we 
are living under a big rain cloud.

• Can you think of something that happened in Grimwood to make Ted feel really happy? 
What about something that made him angry, excited, scared or extremely disappointed? 
Would you have felt the same in his situation?

• It is nice to try and make people feel happy but sometimes we make someone else feel 
angry, hurt or sad. What are some of the ways we can try to put things right when this 
happens?

Suggested Activity 1: 
Work in groups to act out your very own show just like Ted, Willow and the team did in 
Grimwood. As a warm-up, do as Ingrid says on P124:

 

• What other emotions can you show?

• Act out some of your favourite scenes from Grimwood. How can you show 
the emotions the characters were feeling? 

• You can also include some dancing in your show like Ted and Willow, if 
you like!

 

Show me
  your joy! Now show 

me your    
fear! 
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Find some suggestions for scenes to act out below:

P29 - Ted bites Princess Buttons’ tail off.
P50 - Pamela steals Nancy’s phone.
P88 - Willow gives Ted the grand tour of Grimwood.
P158 - Princess Buttons goes to see Dr Fairybeast.
P224 - Everyone cheers Ted and Willow’s performance.

Suggested Activity 2: 
Both Nancy and Princess Buttons had good reasons to feel angry in the story. For example, 
Princess Buttons is furious when Ted accidently bites her tail off; Nancy feels rage when 
Princess Buttons threatens Ted!
 
Use the speech bubbles below to give the characters a voice. What would they say to each and 
what sort of strong words would they choose?
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4. THE GRIMWOOD WORDSEARCH!
Below is a list of brilliant words that Nadia Shireen uses in Grimwood. Can you find them all 
in the wordsearch?

When you find a word, highlight it in green if it is a verb and pink if it is an adjective.

ROAMED    REEDY    DARTED    SHADOWY    DELICATE    GREASY    SNAFFLING    
SKULK GROTTY    GNAWED    FILTHY    BEADY    SCOFFED    MOOCHED    MURMURED    

WICKED ROTTEN    PELTED    CLEVER    SAUNTERED

 
Choose your favourite words from the wordsearch to write a new scene for 
Grimwood. For example, you could show what happens when Denise and the 
other cats return to the Big City without Princess Buttons. Take another look at 
P204 and continue your story from there!
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D E L I C A T E C E E O C
T A T M O O C H E D V W K
G S E G R O T T Y A E Y E
K Y D D E M U R M U R E D
F I L T H Y F R O T T E N
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